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Your Message with Impac t

The Story
Behind the
Projects

Digital Cinema
We’ve Got The
Whole World In
Our Hands

What I remember best however, were
the professionals that I connected
with on that project. “Used cans,
aluminum or tin, put them in your
recycling bin! Da da da da da da da
derrrrr…..”

The Story Behind the Project
Client
City of San Jose
Media
Digital Cinema
Target Audience
Young Children

The Brief: demonstrate the values
of recycling and water conservation
to young children by dramatizing
the effects of our actions in real-life.
Kingsway went on to win awards for
that video, and we were told it was
very effective at schools, libraries,
festivals, and it was broadcast several
times. At that moment, this was one
of the most complex productions
Kingsway had ever done. This
program required talent, multiple
location shoots, stage recording,
multiple original songs and music,
narration, soundFX, and a huge
amount of 2D character animation
(that I had to create personally).

Kingsway Dynamic Media works. Is it
working for you?
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Graphic Design
Tried n’ True
The Story Behind the Project
Client
Tried n’ True Cook Books
Media
Graphic Design
Target Audience
Family chefs and Foodies searching for
simple, satisfying, and easy-to-prepare
meals, that are followed by fresh,
sophisticated desserts.

Well, they say Print is dying? But I still
see it everywhere. I think it is more
accurate to state that Print, (and many
other industries), are metamorphosing,
and adapting (Electronic Books). The
Brief: Easy to prepare meals; sourced
from fresh ingredients, and ready
in minutes! Dishes that will satisfy
the entire family again and again.
Simple, yet satisfying. That’s Tried
n’ True. Includes two niche titles:
English Comfort Food, and Dessert
Sophistication. Both books incorporate
Kingsway Graphic Design, copy writing,
and original food photography. I have
already published several books, and
the plan is to add these two titles to
those ventures.
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Rich Media
Walk with Kings
The Story Behind the Project
Client
Welsh Assembly Government
(College Project)
Media
Rich Media
Target Audience
General Public, All Ages

Interactive Tour available on web
via phone or tablet. The copy
was provided by Welsh Assembly
Government, but augmented. All
concepts, research, graphic design,
and authoring by Kingsway. Sections
about the castle link to location
hot-spots on the map. Web Links
throughout. Original “Mood Film”
to evoke history and magic of the
experience was created by Kingsway.
Includes 360 degree Panorama
and Audio History. I have visited
Castle Conwy, in Wales, and it is truly
magnificent.
Checkout KingswayDynamicMedia.com
to read further and view the project.
You’re welcome to drop me a line at
Andrew@KingswayDynamicMedia.com to
review a non-digital portfolio, and
have a chat in-person.
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